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On the PSA Website
By Sharon Powers • PSA Webmaster • webmaster@psa-photo.org

Links on the Website
The PSA website, when possible, provides links for its users to go directly to
another location on the website without having to retype a website URL. There are
three types of links that a user may encounter: to a website page (on the PSA site
or on another site), to an email address, or to a downloadable file. Depending upon
your particular browser and the way your computer is setup, this may result in very
different actions after you click the link.
How to Tell if an Item is Linked
Most text links on the PSA website will appear in a bright red color, with the
text in bold. If text is in a burgundy box with white writing, that box will also
be linked. Some browsers, such as Chrome, will allow you to preview if text or
an object is linked by hovering your mouse over it. For a hot link (one that will
produce an action), your mouse pointer may change to a hand with an extended
pointer figure and/or a preview of what the link is may appear above the link or
somewhere on the bottom of your page.
Links to Website Pages
We try to limit links to website pages within the text of a page because they are
hard to locate when we need to update them. There are two exceptions to this: the
Exhibition lists and the PSA-member club links. Exhibition page links are provided
to us by our Exhibition Standard Directors. Some of these links are not active when
listed, especially those listed more than 3 months in advance of the exhibition’s
closing date. We try to update information on exhibition links when possible.
Club links are provided by PSA-member clubs when they join and updated by
the clubs when and/or if they change. Those links, for the most part, are current
and only occasionally change after they are listed here.
Links to Email Addresses
Officers, directors, and chairs of PSA activities are usually listed with their
names linked directly to their emails. In most cases, names appear with a mail
symbol before them: That symbol is there to remind you that the name is linked to
an email but even without that symbol, a mouse hover would show that it is linked.
(We are currently adding that symbol to all linked names on the PSA website.)
Clicking a linked name will cause your computer’s default email program to open
up and put the person’s name automatically in the “To” field. If your computer has
not selected a default email, clicking the name will produce no action. Check your
computer’s preferences to configure your default email.
Links to Files
There are three types of files that may be accessed when a file link is chosen:
pdfs (.pdf), documents (.doc), and Excel files (.xls). We try to list the type of file
you will get if you click the link right next to it so you’ll be prepared. The way
your computer reacts to the file will be dependent upon how your preferences were
set and the browser you are using. For example, clicking a pdf may result in the
file opening immediately in a pdf reader while clicking a document may result in
it being downloaded to a downloads file and waiting for you to manually open it.
If nothing happens when you click a file link, check your downloads file before
assuming you didn’t get the file.
Links that don’t link
Having issues with a link that doesn’t behave as it should? We’d like to know
about it! Send broken link issues to webmaster@psa-photo.org and we’ll try to get
them fixed for you asap. n

